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15 Moral Reasons to Abolish Nuclear Weapons

1. Thou shalt not kill.
2. Thou shalt not threaten to slaughter the innocent.
3. Thou shalt not cause unnecessary suffering.
4. Thou shalt not poison the future.
5. Thou shalt not hold hostage cities and their inhabitants.
6. Thou shalt not threaten to destroy civilization.
7. Thou shalt not abandon stewardship of fish and fowl, birds and beasts.
8. Thou shalt not put all of creation at risk of annihilation.
9. Thou shalt not use weapons that cannot be contained in space or time.
10. Thou shalt not waste resources on weapons that could be far better used for meeting basic human needs.
11. Thou shalt not fail to fulfill the obligation to negotiate in good faith for nuclear disarmament.
12. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s missiles.
13. Thou shalt not worship false idols.
14. Thou shalt not keep silent in the face of the nuclear threat to all we love and treasure.
15. Thou shalt live by the golden rule, doing unto others as you would have them do unto you.
1
THOU SHALT NOT KILL.

2
THOU SHALT NOT THREATEN TO SLAUGHTER THE INNOCENT.

3
THOU SHALT NOT CAUSE UNNECESSARY SUFFERING.
4  THOU SHALT NOT POISON THE FUTURE.

5  THOU SHALT NOT HOLD HOSTAGE CITIES AND THEIR INHABITANTS.

6  THOU SHALT NOT THREATEN TO DESTROY CIVILIZATION.
7 THOU SHALT NOT ABANDON STEWARDSHIP OF FISH AND FOWL, BIRDS AND BEASTS.

8 THOU SHALT NOT PUT ALL OF CREATION AT RISK OF ANNIHILATION.

9 THOU SHALT NOT USE WEAPONS THAT CANNOT BE CONTAINED IN SPACE OR TIME.
10
THOU SHALT NOT WASTE RESOURCES ON WEAPONS THAT COULD BE FAR BETTER USED FOR MEETING BASIC HUMAN NEEDS.

11
THOU SHALT NOT FAIL TO FULFILL THE OBLIGATION TO NEGOTIATE IN GOOD FAITH FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT.

12
THOU SHALT NOT COVET THY NEIGHBOR’S MISSILES.
13
THOU SHAL'T NOT WORSHIP FALSE IDOLS.

14
THOU SHAL'T NOT KEEP SILENT IN THE FACE OF THE NUCLEAR THREAT TO ALL WE LOVE AND TREASURE.

15
THOU SHAL'T LIVE BY THE GOLDEN RULE, DOING UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE THEM DO UNTO YOU.
END THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS THREAT IS UP TO US ALL.

THERE IS NO ROOM FOR COMPLACENCY.

STAND UP

SPEAK OUT

JOIN IN

LEARN MORE AND FOLLOW
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